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Jaeger-LeCoultre has taken its Master Chronograph to new
extremes. Better suited to the wrist of a mountain biker than
Jaeger’s usual executive clientele, this horological hard-man is
clad in an air-cushioned double shell developed specially. Dubai
provided a suitably dramatic backdrop as the Le Sentier
manufacture lifted the lid on its vertical shock absorption
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(Previous page) The
‘Extreme World’ Master
Compressor Chronograph
in platinum (£13,200).
Contains Jaeger’s new
shock-absorption system,
as well as the new
chronograph vertical
coupling system present
in both Compressor
Chronograph models.
(Above) Steel-cased
Extreme World model, with
rubber strap (£7,400). The
rubber and leather straps
are interchangeable, thanks
to a new pawl-and-ratchet
release device, activated by
a button on the caseback.
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The air cushion absorbs upwards of 50% of the force
from vertical shocks –those that traditional devices
are least adapted to cope with.
certainty that Jaeger-LeCoultre would be out to
impress. And the watchmakers and engineers have
delivered in no uncertain terms, delivering
technical innovations ranging from refined vertical
coupling devices engaging the chronograph train,
to the extreme shock resistance built into the
Extreme World variant.
Look closely and you will see that Extreme World’s
case is essentially a single piece, with the
movement enclosed in a separate shell dropped
into the outer case. This arrangement is the basis
of a shock resistance system that sets a new
standard for sports watches. If this sounds like a
bold claim, rest assured it is based on an impressive
specification. Jaeger claims that the air cushion that
supports the titanium inner shell can absorb at
least 50% of the force of vertical shocks – precisely
those that traditional devices such as the sprung
jewel bearings are least adapted to cope with.
While most shocks that a sports watch is likely to
receive are momentary, typically lasting no more
than a quarter of a second, the force peaks can be
quite extreme. According to Jaeger-LeCoultre, its
Calibre 752, as found in
the Master Compressor
Chronograph Extreme
World. Along with the
caliber 751, these are
Jaeger-LeCoultre’s first
automatic chronograph
movements.
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(Top) CAD drawing of the vertical coupling device, which allows the chronograph wheel
to engage gently and precisely with the principal movement.
(Centre) Column-wheel arrangement for the new Master Compressor Chrono.
(Bottom) The shock-absorption system: the Extreme World’s titanium case is laid on
a two-part base comprised of a shaft for the lower part and a bezel for the upper part.
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Watches are portable status
symbols in Singapore. The
values most appreciated
are, as with cars here,
contemporary design
and technical cleverness.
The Master Chronograph
fits that bill perfectly.

(left) Pink-gold version of the new chronograph (£11,400). Pink-gold bracelet
available as an alternative to the chocolate-brown strap.
(Below) The Master Compressor Chronograph in steel (£4,900). The revolutionary
crown compression keys have mutated into compression buttons, at 2 and 4 o’clock
for the new chronographs.
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Further information: Jaeger-LeCoultre, Tel: 0800 587 3420, www.jaeger-lecoultre.com

